This paper studies the problem of scheduling distributed job shops where the classical single-facility job shop is extended to the multi-facility one. The problem is mathematically formulated by a mixed integer linear programming model. The small sized problems are optimally solved using commercial software of CPLEX. Three greedy heuristics, as well as adapting three well-known heuristics, are developed to solve large sized problems. The idea of the proposed heuristics is to iteratively insert operations (one at each iteration) into a sequence to build up a complete permutation of operations. The performance of the model and the six heuristics are comprehensive evaluated by numerical experiments. The results show the model and greedy heuristics are effective for the problem.
Introduction
In the manufacturing environment, a new paradigm, called distributed manufacturing, is constituted. In distributed manufacturing, traditional single-facility entity has been changing to decentralized multi-facility ones. The advantages are low production costs, higher quality products, production flexibility and being closer to both suppliers and customers, so more responsive to market changes. In distributed job shops (DJS), we have a set of f identical facilities each of which consists of m machines. The problem of DJS becomes more sophisticated because two decisions have to be taken. The one is the allocation of jobs to facilities and the second is production scheduling of jobs. Moreover, we assume that no job crossing is allowed because it is very likely uneconomical or technologically difficult and impractical to transport a work-in-process job from one facility to anther to process its remaining operations. In distributed scheduling, makespan minimization is the minimization of maximum makespan among facilities.
Despite this trend, the literature of production scheduling focuses on single facility manufacturing. Jia et al. [1, 2] consider the distributed production scheduling problem and propose a genetic algorithm. Chan et al. [3] propose a genetic algorithm for distributed flexible manufacturing systems. Wang and Shen [4] write a book about distributed manufacturing where its focus is on planning and manufacturing problems rather than production scheduling. Regarding distributed flow shop, different metaheuristics are developed [5, 6, 7] .
In this paper, the problem is mathematically formulated by a MILP model. Due to inherent hardness of DSJ, three well-known heuristics available in the literature of job shops (shortest processing time first (SPT), longest processing time first (LPT) and longest remaining processing time (LRPT)), are first adapted to DJS problem. To more effectively solve larger problems, three different greedy heuristics are also proposed. The algorithms are greedy because at each step, several alternatives are generated and the best one is selected. To evaluate the performance of the model and the six algorithms, different numerical experiments are conducted.
The results show the model and greedy heuristics are effective for the problem.
The reminder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the mathematical model. In Section 3, the adapted heuristics and proposed greedy algorithms are introduced. Section 4 presents the numerical experiments. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Developed mathematical model
The problem of scheduling distributed job shops is mathematically modeled by a mixed integer linear program. The following parameters and indices are used in the developed model. Binary variable taking value 1 if job occupies -th position of machine and 0 otherwise.
Binary variable taking value 1 if job is assigned to factory , and 0 otherwise.
Continuous variable for completion time of operation of the job on machine .
The MILP model is as follows.
(1)
(8) (9) (10) (11)
Equation (1) is objective function. Constraint set (2) determines the position of each job on each machine. Constraint set (3) assures that each position on a machine is occupied by only one job. Constraint set (4) specifies the factory to which each job is assigned. Constraint set (5) is to show a machine can process at most one job at a time. Constraint set (6) is to show that the completion time of each operation is greater than its processing time. Constraint set (7) a job can be processed by at most one machine at a time. Constraint set (8) calculates the makespan. Constraint sets (9), (10) and (11) define the decision variables.
The heuristics
This section first adapts three well-known heuristics to DJS problem. To do this, a job-facility assignment rule is introduced. Using this rule, jobs are assigned to facilities, and then sequenced by the heuristic. Then, three greedy heuristics are proposed.
The three adapted rule-based heuristics (SPT, LPT and LRPT)
DJS includes two decisions: 1) job-facility assignment; 2) sequencing of jobs assigned to each facility. To apply wellknown heuristics of job shops on DJS a job-facility assignment rule is required. The purpose is to partition jobs into facilities to smooth the workload in different facilities. As the measure of workload, one alternative is to consider the total processing time of each job on different machines, i.e., . However, even if we have facilities with the same total processing times, we may not obtain a good makespan. If jobs with large processing time on the very same machine are assigned to the same facility, makespan increases quite significantly. Therefore, this is not a proper strategy either. To better partition jobs to facilities, the workload on each machine is considered separately. In other words, jobs are assigned to the facility where the maximum workload of machines is minimized. Only considering this criterion is not still sufficient, since the processing route of jobs needs be considered. If jobs with the same processing route are assigned to the same facility, makespan increases in spite of the fact that the workload is balanced on each machine on its own.
To consider both factors (i.e., the processing times on each machine and processing routes), the following notation is used for workload. The workload of job on machine is as follows:
is the set of all machines preceding machine in the processing of job . In this case, machines in last stages of the processing route have more adjusted workload comparing the machines in early stages. This notion is used in the adapted heuristics to make sure the workload is balanced at large for each facility.
Jobs of each facility are now sequenced using three wellknown rules of SPT, LPT and LRPT. In SPT, for each machine there is a list of jobs sorted in non-descending order of processing times. Once a machine is available, the first job on its list is processed if the job is available and all of its preceding operations on rest of machines (according to job prescribed processing route) are already completed. If no such a job is available, the machine remains idle until such a job is available. The procedure of LPT is similar to SPT with a major difference. Unlike SPT, with the initial list corresponding to each machine, jobs are sorted in descending order of processing times. Note that schedules generated by heuristics are non-delay.
The proposed greedy heuristics
This section proposes three new high performing heuristics. They are construction heuristics revolving around the insertion neighborhood concept in a greedy fashion. The proposed heuristics are implemented using a permutation representation. A representation is the key for maintaining the search effectiveness.
To encode a solution of DJS problem, multiple operationbased permutations are used, one for each facility. The permutation of a facility expresses both jobs assigned to that facility and the relative order of the operations of those jobs on machines. As there are precedence constraints among the operations of each job, not all the permutations of the operations are feasible solutions. Thus, the classical operation-based permutation is not effective.
The following encoding scheme is developed. There are operation permutations and a set of operations corresponding to each job i. In this representation, each job index appears a number of times matching to its number of operations. A job index appears only in one of the permutations. By scanning the permutation from left to right, the th appearance of a job index refers to the th operation of the job. Hence, a permutation with repetition of job indices shows the order in which the operations of the job are processed. If a job number is repeated as the number of its operations, the solution is feasible.
Greedy Heuristic 1 (GH1)
In GH1, two decisions of job-facility assigning and operation sequencing are taken sequentially. Using the proposed job-facility assignment rule, the jobs are partitioned into different facilities. Then, operations of each facility are sequenced.
GH1 iteratively inserts operations, one at a time, into a sequence to build up a complete permutation of operations. The procedure can be described as follows: an initial random order of operations is built using its job indices where each job index appears as many as its operations (as discussed earlier). Then, job indices are one by one taken from the initial order and put into all the possible positions in sequence of scheduled job numbers. Finally, the best position is selected. The procedure repeats for the next job and so on and so forth.
Suppose a problem with =2, =7 and =2. Imagine jobs 2, 3 and 6 are assigned to facility 1. The initial random order of 6 operations is . At the first step, job 2 is taken. Since there is no scheduled operation, only one position exists. For the next job number, there are two positions. Therefore, we have two possible sequences:
and . The best sequence, among the possible ones, is selected. Assume that is the better one. To insert the next job index, there are three available positions and hence, three sequences , and . Figure 1 shows the general outline of GH1.
Assign jobs to factories (job-factory assignment) For k=1 to do Determine random initial order of operations assigned to factory For =1 to do % is the total number of operations assigned to factory Take th job number for the initial order For =1 to do Test inserting the job number into th position Endfor Select the best position Endfor Endfor Figure 1 . The general outline of GH1
Greedy Heuristic 2 (GH2)
This heuristic is also an insertion based heuristic. In GH1, two decisions of job-facility assignment and sequencing are sequentially taken (i.e., no interaction between the two decisions). Unlike GH1, job-facility assignment and sequencing are interactively determined in GH2. The jobs are initially sorted. At each step, one job is taken from the initial order, allocated to a facility using rule-based assignment; only then sequencing of its operations starts.
To initially sort the jobs, they are arranged in descending order of their total processing times across all machines (i.e.,
). The first jobs are taken and each is assigned to a facility. For each facility, a permutation is built by its corresponding job index. Then, next job in the initial order, is taken. To assign it to a facility, the facility with the lowest makespan is selected.
To sequence its operations, the idea of iteratively inserting operations (one at each iteration) into a sequence to build up a complete permutation of operations has been utilized. The job index is added to the permutation of the selected facility for as many number as its operations. Each time, the job number is put into all the possible positions in sequence of scheduled job indices. Note that redundant sequences are discarded. Finally, the best position is selected. Figure 2 shows the general outline of GH2.
Arrange jobs in descending order of total processing times For j=1 to do Take jth job in the initial order Assign the job to th factory Endfor For k=f+1 to do Select the factory with the lowest makespan For =1 to do % is the number of operations of job For =1 to do % is the total number of operations assigned to factory Test inserting the job number into th position Endfor Select the best position Endfor Endfor Figure 2 . The general outline of GH2
Greedy Heuristic 3 (GH3)
Like GH2, this heuristic interactively takes two decisions of job-facility assignment and sequencing. The main difference is the job-facility selection rule. In GH2, each job is assigned to the facility with the lowest makespan. While with GH3, it performs in a greedier fashion and assign the job to the facility resulting in the lowest makespan after sequencing the operations of the job. That is, the assignments of jobs to all facilities are tested and the best one is selected. In this case, it is expected to end up with a better solution although more time-consuming. The other steps of GH3 are similar to GH2. The initial arrangement is in descending order of total processing times, etc.
Experimental evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed mathematical model and six algorithms (SPT, LPT, TRPT, GH1, GH2 and GH3). To perform the evaluation, two experiments are conducted. In the first experiment, the model is evaluated in terms of both size and computational complexities. In the second experiment, the tested heuristics are compared with the optimal solution obtained by the model in the small instances. A set of larger instances is also used to compare the algorithms for the performance.
These algorithms are implemented in Borland C++ and run on a PC with 3.4 GHz Intel® Core™ i7-3770 CPU and 8 GB of RAM memory. The performance measure used in this research is percentage deviation index (PDI). It can be calculated as follows.
where is the makespan obtained by any of the algorithm. and are the lowest and largest makespans obtained for a given instance.
Two sets of instances are required to do the experiments mentioned above, one with small instances and the other with larger instances. An instance consist of the number of factories ( ), the number of jobs ( ), the number of machines ( ) and the processing ( ). Table 1 shows the considered level for each set. For the first set, when =2, there are 8 combinations and when =3, we only consider =10 and =3, 4 summing up to 8 combinations in total. For each combination, two instances are generated by random processing times taken from a uniform distribution between 1 and 99. For the second set, we use the instances of Taillard benchmark for job shops [8] . This benchmark includes 8 combinations for and , and 10 instances for each combination. It sums up to 80 instances. Each instance is solved by different levels of ; thus, there are 320 instances. 
Models evaluation
Two frequently used performance measures to evaluate MILP models are size and computational complexities Table  2 shows the size complexity of the model to formulate a problem with jobs, machines and factories. Regarding binary variables, size complexity of the model is . Thus, it is quadratic in . It is also linear in both and . Regarding constraints, the model is (i.e., it is cubic in ). Considering and , the models are linear. The first conclusion is that the most influential parameter on the size complexity of the model is . The other parameters and have only linear effect on the size complexity. The first set of data mentioned earlier is used to analyze the computational complexity of the model. Using CPLEX 12, the instances of this set are solved. The model is given a maximum time limit of 3000 seconds. Table 3 shows the results. The model solves 7 instances. The model solves all the instances up to 6 jobs. It rarely solves instances with 8 and 10 jobs.
Heuristics evaluation
Both data sets described earlier are used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. These two data sets include small-sized instances solved by the proposed model and largesized instances.
We first evaluate the general performance of the six tested algorithms versus the optimal solution of the first data set obtained by the models. Table 4 shows the results of these 7 instances. Among the algorithms, GH3 performs best by average optimality gap of 3.49%. Moreover, it results in the lowest makespan in 6 instances out of 7 ones. Now, we compare the tested algorithms on the second data set of larger instances. All its 320 instances are solved by the algorithms. Table 5 shows the results averaged by the combinations of (n, m). The proposed GH3 outperforms the other heuristics by far. It provides the average PDI of 1.21%. The second best heuristic is GH1 with average PDI of 37.83%. GH2 and SPT perform almost similarly. The worst performing heuristic is LRPT with average PDI of 87.93%. Note that the difference between GH2 and GH3 is in jobfactory assignment and this shows how important job-factory assignment rule is.
We report the computational time elapsed by the algorithms. Table 6 shows the time averaged by the number of jobs. LPT, SPT and LRPT are simple rules, and their computational time is less than 0.01 second. Comparing the greedy heuristics, GH2 is faster than the two others.
Conclusion
Considering the trend of globalization, there is no research papers that directly study the distributed job shop problem. In this paper, a mathematical model was first developed for distributed job shops. The model was in form of mixed integer linear programs.
The models optimally solve small sized problems using CPLEX. Since the problem is an NP-hard one, three wellknown heuristics were first adapted for the problem. Furthermore, three greedy heuristics were developed. The basic idea is to iteratively insert operations into a sequence to build up a complete permutation of operations in a constructive manner.
To evaluate the performance of the model and algorithms, two experiments were conducted. First, the model was evaluated based on both size and computational complexity. Then, the heuristics were evaluated against the optimal solutions obtained by the model and also compared against using a set of instances taken from Taillard benchmark. 
